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QUESTION 1

A ride-hailing application uses an Amazon RDS for MySQL DB instance as persistent storage for bookings. This
application is very popular and the company expects a tenfold increase in the user base in next few months. The
application 

experiences more traffic during the morning and evening hours. 

This application has two parts: 

An in-house booking component that accepts online bookings that directly correspond to simultaneous requests from
users. 

A third-party customer relationship management (CRM) component used by customer care representatives. The CRM
uses queries to access booking data. A database specialist needs to design a cost-effective database solution to
handle 

this workload. Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Use Amazon ElastiCache for Redis to accept the bookings. Associate an AWS Lambda function to capture changes
and push the booking data to the RDS for MySQL DB instance used by the CRM. 

B. Use Amazon DynamoDB to accept the bookings. Enable DynamoDB Streams and associate an AWS Lambda
function to capture changes and push the booking data to an Amazon SQS queue. This triggers another Lambda
function that pulls data from Amazon SQS and writes it to the RDS for MySQL DB instance used by the CRM. 

C. Use Amazon ElastiCache for Redis to accept the bookings. Associate an AWS Lambda function to capture changes
and push the booking data to an Amazon Redshift database used by the CRM. 

D. Use Amazon DynamoDB to accept the bookings. Enable DynamoDB Streams and associate an AWS Lambda
function to capture changes and push the booking data to Amazon Athena, which is used by the CRM. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A large IT hardware manufacturing company wants to deploy a MySQL database solution in the AWS Cloud. The
solution should quickly create copies of the company\\'s production databases for test purposes. The solution must
deploy the test databases in minutes, and the test data should match the latest production data as closely as possible.
Developers must also be able to make changes in the test database and delete the instances afterward. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Leverage Amazon RDS for MySQL with write-enabled replicas running on Amazon EC2.Create the test copies using
a mysqidump backup from the RDS for MySQL DB instances and importing them into the new EC2 instances. 

B. Leverage Amazon Aurora MySQL. Use database cloning to create multiple test copies of the production DB clusters. 

C. Leverage Amazon Aurora MySQL. Restore previous production DB instance snapshots into new test copies of
Aurora MySQL DB clusters to allow them to make changes. 

D. Leverage Amazon RDS for MySQL. Use database cloning to create multiple developer copies of the production DB
instance. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company runs a customer relationship management (CRM) system that is hosted on-premises with a MySQL
database as the backend. A custom stored procedure is used to send email notifications to another system when data is
inserted into a table. The company has noticed that the performance of the CRM system has decreased due to
database reporting applications used by various teams. The company requires an AWS solution that would reduce
maintenance, improve performance, and accommodate the email notification feature. 

Which AWS solution meets these requirements? 

A. Use MySQL running on an Amazon EC2 instance with Auto Scaling to accommodate the reporting applications.
Configure a stored procedure and an AWS Lambda function that uses Amazon SES to send email notifications to the
other system. 

B. Use Amazon Aurora MySQL in a multi-master cluster to accommodate the reporting applications. Configure Amazon
RDS event subscriptions to publish a message to an Amazon SNS topic and subscribe the other system\\'s email
address to the topic. 

C. Use MySQL running on an Amazon EC2 instance with a read replica to accommodate the reporting applications.
Configure Amazon SES integration to send email notifications to the other system. 

D. Use Amazon Aurora MySQL with a read replica for the reporting applications. Configure a stored procedure and an
AWS Lambda function to publish a message to an Amazon SNS topic. Subscribe the other system\\'s email address to
the topic. 

Correct Answer: D 

RDS event subscriptions do not cover "data is inserted into a table"-see
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/USER_Events.Messag es.html We can use stored
procedure to invoke Lambda function-
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/AuroraMySQL.Integrat ing.Lambda.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A company stores critical data for a department in Amazon RDS for MySQL DB instances. The department was closed
for 3 weeks and notified a database specialist that access to the RDS DB instances should not be granted to anyone 

during this time. To meet this requirement, the database specialist stopped all the 

DB instances used by the department but did not select the option to create a snapshot. Before the 3 weeks expired, the
database specialist discovered that users could connect to the database successfully. 

What could be the reason for this? 

A. When stopping the DB instance, the option to create a snapshot should have been selected. 

B. When stopping the DB instance, the duration for stopping the DB instance should have been selected. 

C. Stopped DB instances will automatically restart if the number of attempted connections exceeds the threshold set. 

D. Stopped DB instances will automatically restart if the instance is not manually started after 7 days. 
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Correct Answer: D 

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/rds-stop-seven-days/ 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has deployed an application that uses an Amazon RDS for MySQL DB cluster. The DB cluster uses three
read replicas. The primary DB instance is an 8XL-sized instance, and the read replicas are each XL-sized instances. 

Users report that database queries are returning stale data. The replication lag indicates that the replicas are 5 minutes
behind the primary DB instance. Status queries on the replicas show that the SQL_THREAD is 10 binlogs behind the
IO_THREAD and that the IO_THREAD is 1 binlog behind the primary. 

Which changes will reduce the lag? (Choose two.) 

A. Deploy two additional read replicas matching the existing replica DB instance size. 

B. Migrate the primary DB instance to an Amazon Aurora MySQL DB cluster and add three Aurora Replicas. 

C. Move the read replicas to the same Availability Zone as the primary DB instance. 

D. Increase the instance size of the primary DB instance within the same instance class. 

E. Increase the instance size of the read replicas to the same size and class as the primary DB instance. 

Correct Answer: BE 

https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-difference-between-a-RDS-read-replica-and-an-Amazon-Aurora-Read-replica
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/rds-mysql-high-replica-lag/ 
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